Woking 50+ Club Walk – Send
Wednesday, 16th September 2020

Probably to be repeated Wednesday, 23rd September 2020

Covid-19 Coronavirus: This walk is with restricted numbers. You will need
to pre-book your place on the walk with Hilary Thomas.

Meeting Point: Send Evangelical Church, Broadmead Road GU23 7AD
OS Explorer 145: TQ 018561

Time: 10.00 am start

Distance: 5 miles

Leader: Clive Woodland (01483 223660 or 07583 119271 on the day)
Directions: Take the A247 heading south from Woking and Old Woking, Send
Evangelical Church is on the left hand side soon after the houses which are set back
from the road and before the left hand bend at Cartbridge. Alternatively from the A3
take the B2215 to Burnt Common roundabout and then the A247 heading north through
Send, look out for the New Inn on the left after about a mile and a half, there is then a
right hand bend and Send Evangelical Church is almost immediately on the right hand
side.

The Walk: There are no hills, only gentle undulations. There is some walking along
minor roads and tracks, we will cross one busy main road. There is one unlatched kissing
gate, which can be moved with a knee, and one stile, which can be avoided by using the
gap by the side of it.
As with all walks please wear suitable footwear especially if it has been wet. The
majority of the walk is on firm ground but some parts could be wet and muddy if there
has been a lot of rain.
Please note that this walk is also being advertised as part of Guildford Walkfest.

Dogs: Sorry, but because of possible trip and fall hazard that dogs present to our
walkers, we regret dogs are not welcome on 50+ walks.

Lunch: None organised.
First Aiders: The walk leader will carry a basic first aid kit and a mobile phone in
case of minor accidents, though mobile coverage is limited in this area. It is expected
that all walkers will be prepared for the conditions. However, if any walker is a qualified
first aider, would they make themselves known to the walk leader before the start.

PLEASE NOTE:
MEMBERS TAKING PART ON CLUB WALKS DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK

